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Welcome to the latest YMAC News. It is always a pleasure to share news
about activity taking place across our representative regions.
In July, we published 25 Years Creating a Stronger Future
for Yamatji and Marlpa People and Country (pictured),
celebrating the events that have shaped YMAC. You can
request a copy by dropping in to your closest YMAC
office, by calling (08) 9268 7000, or downloading from
www.ymac.org.au.

Ms Natalie Parker,
Co-Chair (Pilbara)

Content preview - In this edition we:
•

Introduce some of the YMAC teams;

•

Detail the outcomes from the 6th Annual
On Country Bush Meeting at Yule River;

•

Celebrate NAIDOC Week;

•

Learn about language centres on Yamatji and
Marlpa Country as part of the International
Year of Indigenous Languages;

•

Congratulate Pilbara Solar on securing
distribution rights for the Gilghi;

•
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YMAC was pleased to be able to support the PAV’s
funding request to the Department of Communities,
which confirmed short term funding for the group in
June. Without this funding, PAV meetings and its
continuing good work is simply not possible.
voice for all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders to
government and I look forward to seeing the results
of the hard work of our Geraldton team and Yamatji
Committee at the rescheduled Yamatji On-Country
event, which we recently postponed for important
Sorry Business. YMAC is consulting about a new
date for this meeting for early 2020 and will make
an announcement soon.

Mr Peter Windie,
Co-Chair (Yamatji)

Hear about the Badimia people sharing their
culture; and

Warning: Aboriginal people are
warned that this publication may
contain images of deceased people.

A separate gathering of the Elders within the meeting
added their Cultural Authority and knowledge to this
important forum.

YMAC remains committed to advocating for a strong

•

Cover: 6th Annual On Country
Bush Meeting at Yule River

News from the CEO

Learn about the seasonal calendar of
Nyangumarta Country.

For more information about YMAC,
and for all the latest news, please
visit our website at ymac.org.au

In July, the 6th Annual On-Country Bush Meeting at Yule
River again brought together Pilbara Aboriginal people
and government representatives to discuss issues and
identify how improvements can be made in areas
affecting families and communities. In his speech to
the meeting, Minister Ben Wyatt made special mention
of Yule River’s role in prompting the review of the
Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972). He noted that it was the
communal voice at Yule River that called attention to the
work that needed to be attended to on the Act, and the
vital need to involve Aboriginal people.
Another significant development at the meeting was
members of the Pilbara Aboriginal Voice (Kukurrka
Muri) (PAV) becoming more involved in facilitating the
meeting. In September, I attended the PAV’s meeting on
Ngarluma Country in Karratha. It was a privilege to
witness this powerful gathering of representatives from
across the region demonstrating their commitment to
work together in strength and unity. Language groups
represented included: Nyiyaparli, Ngarluma, Nyamal,
Marthudunera, Kariyarra, Torres Strait, Martu,
Yindjibarndi, PKKP, and Banjima.

Finally, congratulations to the Nyamal people on
their 24 September native title determination.
YMAC contributed to the claim in its early years.
While we were not part of recent court proceedings,
we certainly congratulate the Nyamal people on
this significant milestone.

Simon Hawkins,
YMAC Chief Executive Officer
YMAC
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In this issue of YMAC News
we’d like to introduce some
of the YMAC teams
Land Services

Services now offered include; land administrative and tenure services, as well as project management
and solutions. So far the team has:
Assisted Pilbara Solar with the resolution of

•

Advised on access to Crown (State) land

land tenure matters through the development

•

Advised on the use and development options
for Crown land

of land access strategies
Provided technical land administration to Legal
Services and our Land and Sea Management
team in relation to the future management of
Crown land in Shark Bay

Research and Heritage departments.
The team manages and maintains YMAC’s spatial

They have recently been working on some exciting

data infrastructure and service delivery. This means

new concepts and ideas:

administer spatial systems and software, and

tenure administration experience when we created the new ‘Lands’ team.

•

Spatial services are an essential component of YMAC’s broader Legal,

that they provide mapping and analysis services,

In April, YMAC welcomed two new staff members with technical land and

•

The Spatial Team

•

Advised on security/grant of land tenure

•

Advised on ILUA Implementation (land related)

•

Advised on land governance and policy

YMAC is very excited about the depth and breadth of
support this new team is bringing to the organisation.

provide training and advice to the organisation.
The Spatial team have been supporting Prescribed
Bodies Corporate (PBCs) and other external
organisations with a variety of services such as
creating maps, spatial data analysis (including mining
tenement analysis), and providing advice on managing
a Geographic Information System (GIS), including
mapping data and training in how to use GIS systems to
gain better insights into location-based information.

3D LANDSCAPE MODELS PRINTED
IN HIGH RESOLUTION
These models are used to project mapping layers
onto 3D printed landscapes, giving the layers a ‘real
world’ look and feel. The purpose of the 3D map is
to display spatial information in a way that promotes
interactivity and discussion about Country.
The Spatial team are in the process of printing the
first 3D landscape of the Yamatji Nation claim area
(pictured), with plenty more opportunity to create
3D landscapes in the future for other YMAC clients.
Watch this space!

DRONE DATA CAPTURE AND
FLY THROUGH VIDEOS
The Spatial team are also exploring the use of
capturing drone footage (within CASA regulations)
and merging this with Google Earth for the creation
of interactive, fly-through maps for a number of
purposes. The team are keen to explore this
further with groups working with YMAC.
3D Maps of Yamatji Nation claim area

Both the Lands and Spatial teams are located in YMAC’s Perth office.
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The 6th Annual On-Country
Bush Meeting at Yule River

LEFT: left to right: Danny Brown, Linda Dridi,
Alfred Barker, Simon Hawkins.
BELOW: Day Two gathering at Yule River, 2019.

The 2019 Annual On-Country Bush Meeting at Yule River held on Wednesday, 24 July and Thursday, 25 July marked
a new phase of the annual gathering of Traditional Owners from across Western Australia. This year saw strong
contributions from the Pilbara Aboriginal Voice (Kukurrka Muri) (PAV) with the Co-Chairs facilitating discussions.
YMAC provided event management and logistical support requirements.
PAV Co-Chairs, Danny Brown and
Linda Dridi, delivered a clear message
to all present that PAV intends to
continue working in unity with other

Following is a summary of the key issues and opportunities identified by Pilbara Aboriginal people on Day One of the

important groups across the Pilbara,

meeting. The points below were then presented to government representatives on Day Two by PAV members and will

collectively identifying issues and

inform the group’s advocacy and consultation work over the coming 12-months.

advocating for a better way forward.
On Day One of the 6th annual meeting,
PAV was once again endorsed by
a healthy majority of attendees to
continue its critical work.

forming at the 2017 Bush Meeting
and is shaping up as a unique,
representative regional voice.

Hon Ben Wyatt MLA:
“Yule River is always a great event.
It’s now, over the years developed from

Attendees called for an analysis, evaluation and

People urged the return of the Commonwealth’s

review of government spending in relation to

Community Development Employment Projects

Aboriginal social services delivered through Western

(CDEP) program in remote communities.

HOUSING

CHILD WELFARE

Attendees called for State and Federal Governments

Attendees requested the State Government undertake

to reinstate – in consultation with the community –

an enquiry into the child protection and family

discussions about funding and devising solutions to

support system being implemented in the Pilbara.

address the critical housing issues across the Pilbara.

HEALTH

LANGUAGE

People highlighted the urgent need for improved,

Improved funding to Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal

more culturally appropriate health services

Language Centre to support outcomes in health,

throughout the Pilbara - including effective strategies

education, and cultural awareness.

to address alcohol misuse issues - in partnership
with communities.

GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT POLICIES

event across all areas of government.

EDUCATION

in the Pilbara to ensure they are genuinely meeting

It’s an event that I will continue to

Aboriginal education statistics for the Pilbara

the commitment that one percent of all contracts

were requested, and it was proposed that PAV

awarded go to Aboriginal businesses.

just focused around heritage in its early
days, to as you heard today, a very broad

come to because it’s one of the best
events I find around how government
is providing services and where priorities
from the local Aboriginal leadership
want to see government focus on.”

NOVEMBER 2019 | YMAC

TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT

Australian Council of Social Service (WACOSS).

PAV has come a long way since

6 |

GOVERNMENT FUNDING OF SOCIAL SERVICES

work to advise and consult with State Government
in co-designing educational programs tailored for
Pilbara students to support improved outcomes
in learning and retention.

Review of existing government procurement policies

PILBARA RECONCILIATION PLAN
Attendees proposed the State Government
develop a ‘Pilbara Reconciliation Plan’.

YMAC
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NAIDOC on Yamatji Country
During NAIDOC week and the weeks following, YMAC staff and committee members
participated in a number of events throughout the region.
On Sunday, 7 July YMAC staff presented a wreath
at the NAIDOC Dawn Service in Geraldton.
On Monday, 8 July there were events held in both
Carnarvon and Geraldton that YMAC staff participated in.
Two YMAC staff attended the opening ceremony at
the Gwoonwardu Mia Aboriginal Cultural Centre in
Carnarvon on 8 July, and were joined by YMAC CoChair–Yamatji Region, Deborah Oakley.
The Geraldton Streeties Big Breakfast was held on
Wednesday, 10 July at which staff represented YMAC.
2019 Port Hedland NAIDOC Awards: Presented by Hedland Aboriginal Strong Leaders
Sponsors: Pilbara Development Commission, Town of Port Hedland, and Julyardi Aboriginal Corporation

On Friday, 12 July a flag raising ceremony was
conducted at the Court House in Geraldton.

Keeping the NAIDOC celebrations going, Malgana
Elders and Malgana Rangers were part of a flag
raising event on 8 July in Denham. This was the
second year the NAIDOC opening ceremony has been
held at this location. This year the local constabulary
had a second flagpole installed permanently for the
Aboriginal flag, so it can be flown all year round.
On 11 September, YMAC staff set up their tents at the
annual Bundiyarra NAIDOC Family Day event. YMAC
joined the celebrations in the YMAC tent and this year
there was also a tent representing the Yamatji Nation
Southern Regional Agreement (YNSRA).

Winners Left to Right: Nora Cooke – Culture, Female; Kimberly McKie – Voice, Treaty, Truth – Youth;
Laura Hawes – Town of Port Hedland – Sponsor; Trish Barron – PDC – Sponsor; Zanamarica Bodey – Sports, Female;
Eldride Edwards – Community Hero, Male; Rhani Saunders – Sports-Youth, Female; Brad Christensen – Sports, Male;
Donny Wilson - Voice, Treaty, Truth – Elder; Marie-Beth Clifford - Community Hero, Female;
Neil Bidu – Martu Elder, Hedland Aboriginal Strong Leaders
Seated: Nyangulya Katie Nalgood – Artist, Female; Alfred Barker – Kariyarra Elder, Co-Chair Hedland Aboriginal Strong
Leaders; Maureen MK Kelly OAM JP – Ngarluma Elder, Co-vice Chair Hedland Aboriginal Strong Leaders
Not Pictured: Ashonique Coffin – Voice, Treaty, Truth – Community; Daisy Tinker – Elder, Female; David Stock – Elder, Male;
Jeffery Brown – Culture, Male; Illyampi Victor Burton – Artist, Male; Sudin Drummond – Sports-Youth, Male

NAIDOC Awards and Events
YMAC helped to celebrate NAIDOC Week 2019 at events and awards ceremonies across many locations.

NAIDOC Awards at Yule River
NAIDOC Week is a special time to recognise
inspirational Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people and Hedland Aboriginal

Hedland Aboriginal Strong Leaders Chairs Raylene
Button and Alfred Barker would like to thank the
Pilbara Development Commission, Town of Port

NAIDOC EVENTS

Hedland, and Julyardi Aboriginal Corporation for
sponsoring the awards again this year.

ABOVE: Bundiyarra NAIDOC Family Day

awards at each year’s Annual On-Country

There were a lot of strong nominations and all

TOP RIGHT: YMAC tent at Bundiyarra
NAIDOC Family Day

Bush Meeting at Yule River.

the winners are truly deserving.

Strong Leaders are proud to present these
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RIGHT: Malgana Elders and Malgana
Rangers participate in a flag raising ceremony.

YMAC
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International Year of Indigenous
Languages – Language Centres
on Yamatji & Marlpa Country

Bundiyarra – Irra Wangga Language Centre
The Irra Wangga Language Program is a professional Aboriginal-directed program, working both with
and for the community. Staff at Irra Wangga are passionate about the preservation, revitalisation and
maintenance of Aboriginal languages and culture, and it is this passion that drives the program.
As a major cultural program of the Bundiyarra Aboriginal Community Aboriginal Corporation (BACAC),

In 2019, the world celebrates the International Year of Indigenous
Languages (IYIL2019) and YMAC would like to celebrate two language
centres on Yamatji and Marlpa country. These are Irra Wangga Language
Centre at Bundiyarra, and Wangka Maya in the Pilbara.

the Irra Wangga Language Program provides essential services for the languages of the Mid West, Murchison
and Gascoyne regions of Western Australia. The program aims to preserve and comprehensively document
the languages of these regions, in addition to engaging with language communities to aide efforts of language
maintenance and revitalisation.
Irra Wangga has representatives from each of the seven language communities who provide advice to Irra
Wangga staff and the BACAC Board on the priorities of the language communities, and act as a representative
voice for their respective language communities.

“Languages play a crucial role in our daily lives. They are not only our first medium for communication,

Bundiyarra and Irra Wangga are both words from the Wajarri language, Bundiyarra meaning ‘good place’

education and social integration, but are also at the heart of each person’s unique identity, cultural

and Irra Wangga meaning ‘talking language’.

history and memory. The ongoing loss of indigenous languages is particularly devastating, as the
complex knowledges and cultures they foster are increasingly being recognized as strategic resources
for good governance, peacebuilding, reconciliation, and sustainable development. More importantly,
such losses have huge negative impacts indigenous peoples’ most basic human rights.”
United Nations | Department of Economic and Social Affairs – Social Inclusion

Wangka Maya
Language Centre
Wangka Maya is the oldest and most respected
organisation in the Pilbara, and a well regarded
language centre throughout Australia. Established
in 1987, it has been documenting and recording
Pilbara Aboriginal languages for over 30 years.
Based in South Hedland, Wangka Maya is
surrounded by many languages with Kariyarra
being the language of the local area. Nyangumarta
is the most widely spoken language in the area
and Wangka Maya publishes a newsletter called
Jakul Kanganyakata, which means ‘messenger’
in Nyangumarta.
The only community organisation in the country to
hold a unique depositary at AIATSIS, Wangka Maya
continues to have the largest collection of Pilbara
Aboriginal language materials.
BACAC Irra Wangga Language Centre staff at NAIDOC Family Day 2019
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Pilbara Solar and the Gilghi

Sharing Country and Culture for Charity
A charity fundraiser that began with a focus to get to a destination has evolved to be about the journey on
Country, thanks to the cultural exchange offered by Badimia Bandi Barna Aboriginal Corporation (BBBAC).
BBBAC representing Badimia people, hosted cyclists

“We were so fortunate to have four of the Elders

from the Cycling Development Foundation (CDF) and

spend time with us around the campfire and tell us a

elite racing team Veris Racing, at rest stops, as they

bit about their storyline, and a bit about their history

undertook an arduous challenge to raise funds for a

that was just fascinating. It makes you aware just how

cycling program for Aboriginal youth in Laverton.

unique these places are, and we feel really privileged

The Perth to Laverton Classic is a charity fundraising

The Gilghi being showcased at Gillen Bore outstation approximately 75km from Alice Springs.

Congratulations to Pilbara Solar for securing exclusive distribution rights
to the ‘Gilghi’ – a remote water treatment technology – for the Kimberley,
Pilbara and Gascoyne regions of Western Australia.
The Gilghi is a standalone, transportable, remote area

Dr Richard Finlay-Jones, Project Director for Pilbara

water filtration unit that uses solar power to transform

Solar, said it is exciting news for remote Aboriginal

undrinkable bore water into pure water. It is the size of

communities, pastoralists, and miners who rely on

a shipping container and comes on the back of a truck.

groundwater for their water supply.

Gilghi means “water” or “place of water” in the Barkindji
language of Far West New South Wales.

hydrology expertise and Ampcontrol electrical systems

day from bore and other types of poor-quality water

design and manufacturing capability. It purifies water

sources,” Dr Finlay-Jones said. “It’s also scalable, so

during the day and then that stored water is distributed

multiple units can be deployed as required.”

depend on having water trucked in.

“We are looking forward to working with Traditional

crew across 1135kms in 8 days. A large part of the

Owners in the future to grow the experience

route takes them through Badimia Country. Rather

participants of cycling events will get being with them

than simply pass through the landscape, the Classic

on Country. It really is not something anyone can put

participants decided to take the opportunity to

a price tag on in sharing time, history, stories, culture.

discover more about the land and community by

Thank you to Beverley, Daryl, Ashley, Naomi and Belly

sharing time with Traditional Owners.

for this gift.”

Brad Hall, CDF Managing Director said the experience
the team had highlighted what people miss out on
when they depend on Google to direct them.
“Google Maps doesn’t tell you a lot but there are so
many places of cultural significance for the local
Badimia people,” Brad said.

tremendous. For less than one cent per litre, each
unit can produce 28,000 litres of potable water per

unit can be housed on site, communities don’t need to

cycle challenge taking riders and volunteer support

“The opportunities for the Gilghi technology are

The unit has come from a collaboration of Aurecon’s

at night by a community’s reticulation system. As the

just to be able to meet with them.

Pilbara Solar Director, Kariyarra Traditional Owner,
Raylene Button said, “Having clean, accessible
water means everything to regional and remote

Ampcontrol Chair and Managing Director Rod Henderson

communities. Not just for drinking water, but

said they are looking forward to working with Pilbara

for essential everyday equipment such as air-

Solar to create solutions for remote communities.

conditioners and also health equipment.”
Perth to Laverton Classic riders passing through Badimia Country. Photo credit: Maree Laffan
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Know the Season by Nyangumarta Culture
Nyangumarta Warrarn Aboriginal Corporation has produced a seasonal
calendar that is also a vital learning tool that shares culture and heritage.
The project was designed to align with the

In broader terms, documenting traditional Aboriginal

Nyangumarta Indigenous Protected Area

knowledge systems such as seasonal calendars

management objectives that include the passing

have be shown to inform scientific understanding of

of knowledge from old people to young people.

the relationships between people and the seasonal

The seasonal calendar is a record of traditional

cycles of resource availability (Berkes 2012; CSIRO

ecological knowledge that can be used for both
knowledge preservation and training people in
managing and caring for Country.
Specifically the calendar supports:
•

Nyangumarta muwarr – Language

•

Nganarnamili Warrarn Nyangumartamili
– Connection to Country

•
•

2017). In the future calendars such as these may
provide an important baseline for detecting ecological
change associated with climate change and/or other

Bright Futures for Aboriginal Rangers

environmental impacts (Berkes 2012; CSIRO 2017).
They have also had a positive social benefit by making
Indigenous knowledge more accessible to school
students and the broader Australian community,
resulting in heightened understanding and respect for

Mirarngujinarku muwarr warrarnku

the highly acute and developed Aboriginal knowledge

– Transference of knowledge about Country

systems of Australia (CSIRO 2017).

The Malgana Aboriginal Rangers conduct erosion control

YMAC is excited by the State Government’s announcement of recipients in
the second round of the Aboriginal Ranger Program, to see opportunities of
employment to care for Country become more concrete for Traditional Owners.

Turkujinarku pirnakarrinyaka Mirtanyu

It’s particularly heartening for six Malgana students

The project, entitled “Protecting cultural assets and

jalypajinarku – Listen and respect for Elders

of the Malgana Land and Sea Management program

traditional knowledge in the Burringurrah (Mt Augustus)

in Shark Bay, jointly supported by YMAC and Malgana

Complex”, will run until June 2022. It will contribute

and resources, not only for heritage preservation but

Aboriginal Corporation.

to the casual employment and training of four rangers

holds scientific value, particularly associated with

On 25 October, these six trainees completed their

climate change. It can offer a comparison of what is

Cert 1 and 2 in Conservation and Land Management.

The Nyangumarta Ranger and Indigenous Protected

happening to seasons now compared to the past and

The next step will be to provide casual employment

Area (IPA) program, now in its fifth year of operations,

in the future.

to a number of these trainees; the new funding from

is in a consolidation phase, and is financially supported

Nyaparu Rose, CEO of Nyangumarta Warrarn

the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and

by the Commonwealth (Indigenous Advancement

Aboriginal Corporation said the calendar helps

Attractions (DBCA) secures ranger wages for the

Strategy and Indigenous Protected Area program).

to enlighten many different people on the

next two and a half years.

importance of their traditions and culture.

As part of the funding, their training will continue as

an initiative supported by the BHP Foundation through

they build capacity. The program identifies fee-for-

Desert Support Services.

The calendar records knowledge concerning seasons

Nyaparu Rose said:

service opportunities and cements partnerships with

“This calendar will help young people to

Bay, Bush Heritage Australia, and research institutions.

key stakeholders such as the DBCA, the Shire of Shark

continue to learn about Country from old
people, and tourists visiting our Country can
gain an understanding and respect for our
culture and right as carers of the land.”
14 |
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and one supervisor.

It also receives funding from the 10 Deserts project,

The fee-for-service portfolio of the Nyangumarta
rangers is continuing to grow, with the income
generated directly added back into the program;

YMAC will also, jointly with Meenangu Wajarri Aboriginal

this enables more people to be employed and more

Corporation, start a new ranger project centred in the

on-Country activities to be conducted.

northern part of the Wajarri Yamatji determination area.
Nyaparu Rose, CEO of Nyangumarta
Warrarn Aboriginal Corporation

YMAC
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Country, Culture, People, Future
About us
YMAC News is produced by Yamatji Marlpa Aboriginal
Corporation (YMAC).
We are the native title representative body for native
title claims in the Mid West, Murchison, Gascoyne and
Pilbara regions of Western Australia.
We work with Yamatji and Marlpa Aboriginal people
to pursue:
•

Recognition and acceptance of Yamatji and Marlpa
culture in Country and;

•

A strong future for Yamatji and Marlpa people and Country

Contact us:
Send your questions, ideas, letters and photos to editor@ymac.org.au
Geraldton

Perth

Hedland

Broome

171 Marine Tce,
Geraldton WA 6530

Level 8, 12-14 The Esplanade,
Perth WA 6000

2/29 Steel Loop,
Wedgefield WA 6721

Lot 640 Dora Street
Broome WA 6725

PO Box 2119,
Geraldton WA 6531

PO Box 3072, 249
Hay Street, Perth WA 6892

PO Box 2252,
South Hedland WA 6722

T (08) 9965 6222
F (08) 9964 5646

T (08) 9268 7000
F (08) 9225 4633

T (08) 9160 3800
F (08) 9140 1277

Denham
61-63 Knight Terrace
Denham WA 6537

Subscribe:
Join YMAC’s mailing list to receive your newsletter direct to your inbox. Go to ymac.org.au to subscribe

ymac.org.au

